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Abstract—A New approach to dynamic allocation of memory paging is described. The approach is distinguished for a choice of the dynamic allocation of memory paging algorithm parameters during a computation process for achieving maximum loading of the central processor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Memory management is the act of managing computer memory at the system level. The essential requirement of memory management is to provide ways to dynamically allocating portions of memory to programs at their request, and free it for reuse when it is no longer needed. This is critical to any advanced computer system where more than a single process might be underway at any time [1].

Several methods have been devised that the increasing the effectiveness of memory management. Virtual memory systems separate the memory addresses used by a process from actual physical addresses, allowing separation of processes and increasing the effectively available amount of RAM using paging or swapping to secondary storage. The quality of the virtual memory manager can have an extensive effect on overall system performance [1].

II. A DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

For the last years most of the articles about dynamic paging memory allocation (DPMA) have been described algorithms, which contrasts with a “working set” WS algorithm represented by Denning [2]. From the programmer's standpoint, the working set of information is the smallest collection of information that must be presented in random access memory (RAM) to assure efficient execution of the program, without interrupting because of lack of pages.

There are main working set algorithm’s actions: to remove a page from the working set, if this page is not referenced within the preceding \( r \) (working set parameter) time units, to include a page in the working set, if this page is referenced, but it is not in RAM. By the working set principle, program can use central processing unit (CPU), when program’s working set is in RAM and pages cannot be removed from RAM.

There are advantages of using this algorithm: variable size of RAM, removal from working set useless pages of this program. Disadvantages: hard to choose appropriate value of parameter \( r \), which must be permanent, lack of control algorithm work to assure efficient execution of the program.

That parameter \( r \) must be changed, showed in [2], where was introduced a modified working set paging algorithm, that has functions as following.

1. Any page, which was not referenced within the preceding \( r \) time units to, is removed from the main memory.

2. At the time of a page fault, if the time since the last reference is greater than \( K \cdot r \) \((0 < K \leq 1)\), then the new page is replaced to the least recently used page, otherwise there the space allocation increases by one page frame.

This algorithm was introduced to remedy one of the defects of the previous algorithm, peak expansion of working set, which caused by sharp changes in program locality (for example during alternation of translator phases), old locality pages is not removed, when new locality page is entered.

As opposed to the working set algorithm, Chu and Onderbeck introduced the algorithm PFF, which uses the measured page fault frequency as the basic parameter for the memory allocation decision process. This algorithm try to control itself actions. In general, a high page fault frequency indicates that a process is running inefficiently because it is short of page frames. A low page fault frequency, on the other hand, indicates that further the increase in the number of allocated page frames will not considerably improve the efficiency and, in fact, might result in waste of memory space. Therefore, to improve system performance one or more pages frames could be freed.

The basic policy of the PFF algorithm is: whenever the page fault frequency rises above a given critical page fault frequency level \( P \), all referenced pages which were not in the main memory – therefore causing page fault – are brought into the main memory without replacing any pages.
In [3] – [5] it is affirmed that as the result of modeling this algorithm it is better than the working set algorithm. Work [6], where are represented results of modeling algorithms LRU, WS and PFF and investigated one of the principle of optimal multiprogramming [7], is contradicted to the previous conclusion. 8 types of program are showed that for effective WS algorithm work, different r values (the same with parameter P for PFF algorithm). For effective work for both of those programs, is necessary less different r value for WS algorithm, than different P value for PFF algorithm. The conclusion is: WS better than PFF, but one question is still opened. How does to choose those different r and P values?

This work will try to give the answer for that question. Here is offered algorithm that use all benefits of WS algorithm, but does not have disadvantage that was discussed in the literature (time system costs, problem with choosing critical r parameter), disadvantage that was represented in this work (lack of control algorithm work to assure efficient execution of the program).

The main efficient execution of the DPMA system must not be the measured page fault frequency or using RAM, it must be the coefficient of using CPU \( K_{\text{CPU}} \). Dynamic paging memory allocation with this efficient execution can easy detect and avoid “thrashing”, because \( K_{\text{CPU}} \) can tell about computer much more than, for example the page fault frequency, which control PFF algorithm work.

The offered algorithm (AI) can change parameter r for maximum \( K_{\text{CPU}} \) value. Figure 1 shows the flowchart that represents algorithm for determining parameter, where \( r_{\text{min}} \), \( r_{\text{max}} \), \( r_{\text{act}} \), \( r_{\text{des}} \) are minimum, maximum, actual and desired value of the parameter \( r \), \( K_{\text{CPU}} \) and \( K_{\text{CPU}} \) are actual and desired value of the coefficient of using CPU. Calculative process is performed to determine \( K_{\text{CPU}} \) value at the extended time \( T(>r) \). Algorithm can work in one of two regimes: searching (STEP = 0) and stable (STEP = 1).

Algorithm uses searching regime to determine \( K_{\text{CPU}} \) value for different \( r \) (to find next value of \( r \), previous value multiply by \( f \)) and to choose value of \( r \) maximum \( K_{\text{CPU}} \). Selected value of \( r \) is desired for stable regime for this algorithm. As such, this algorithm can be investigated for DPMA.

III. MODEL FOR PROGRAM BEHAVIOR

To get the results of DPMA modeling, it is necessary to work out two models: model for program behavior and model for DPMA system. The first describes system resource requirements of executed program and the second divides those resources between different programs. In this research, models are based on the models that described in [8] – [10].

![Fig. 1. The determination of parameter r](image)

During the DPMA algorithm researching several different type of program were modeling. There are just two of them. All \( i \)th programs can be determined by using some page numbers \( N_i \), full time \( T_i \), time interval inside \( T_i \), when some page must be in RAM, thus program can work. \( N_i \) and \( T_i \) can be determined
by using uniform distribution with parameters (2, J), (B1, B2). First page of all programs is resident and must be in RAM during full time Tc.

Different types of programs have different way to create pages (live time) intervals. Assumed that locality is so important for programs, it means that during one time interval T for solving a program it is necessary to have one page group of that program in RAM, during other time interval other page group of that program.

First program type can be described as following: every jth page of any i-th program can be determined by using time intervals t0 and t1 (t1 = T1), t1 can be found by using uniform distribution with parameters (0, a·T1) for some a (0 < a < 1), and t1 = T1 − t0.

For any program page with probability y interval t0 is time interval, when page is necessary (presence interval), and during second time interval t1 that page isn’t necessary (absence interval). With probability 1 − y interval t1 for this page is absence page interval, and interval t0 − presence interval.

Second program type can be described as following: every jth page of any i-th program can be determined by using three time intervals t0, t1 and t0 + t1 + t3 = T1, t1 and t2 can be found by using uniform distribution with parameters (0, a·T1), (0, b·T1) for some a (0 < a < 1) and b (0 < b < 1), and t3 = T1 − t0 − t1. Further for any program page with probability y intervals t0 and t1 are presence intervals of that page in RAM (t0 is the absence interval), with possibility 1 − y those time intervals are absence intervals (t2 is the presence interval).

IV. ABOUT MODELING PROGRAM

In this work DPMA algorithms are investigated by using designed modeling program, which allows imitate implementation of different program types. Programs behaviors are described earlier.

We assumed that at the beginning all pages of any program are in secondary memory (disk storage). Resident page must be moved from secondary memory to RAM to start the program processing. It is necessary to create input descriptor of desired page in RAM. Time that is necessary for moving the page from secondary memory to RAM is equal to waiting time of corresponding descriptor in input/output turn and immediate time of page moving.

After inputing the resident page, program stays in turn of programs that are ready to be used in CPU. This turn is called- turn of active programs. To each program which wait in that turn is given quantum time to be processed in CPU. During that quantum time program can address to the page fault in RAM, process of the program can be finished or given quantum time exhausted before the end of program processing. In the first case program is deleted from the turn of active programs and addressing to the procedure of RAM occurs for deserved page of given program. If memory for deserved page can be provided, then input descriptor will be created of deserved page from the disk to RAM. When deserved page is inputted into RAM, given program will stay at the end of the turn of active programs.

If in the result of addressing the fault page it is no place for in RAM, then we remove all pages of that program from RAM to secondary memory. When all pages are removed to secondary memory, then that program will stay in the turn of discarded programs. Discarded programs can become active again, if there is a possibility to input all pages of that program, which were present in the RAM before removing that program to secondary memory. The processing of new program will start in a condition when there is no queue of discarded programs and when there is enough space for resident page of that program in RAM. The end of the program occurs during the program processing. In that case, all pages of given program, which are sated in RAM are removed to secondary memory. When all pages are removed, program processing considered as-done. If quantum time ends before the end of the program processing, then program will be removed from the beginning to the end of the queue of active programs.

The modeling programs, and DPMA algorithms, were written in high-level language (C++). The activation procedure of received and discarded programs, the formation of input/output descriptors, memory provision and deallocation were written in microinstruction language, where the runtime for microinstruction is known. After those procedures were written in two languages branches of facilitation programs in C++ then they were calibrated in time by using appropriate programs that were written in microinstruction language, because for such programs it is possible to determine right time of different branches processing.

After calibration, modeling runs in C++ for which it was chosen continuous - discrete systems. As microinstructions it was chosen language of developed computer. The time to execute microinstructions like: register transfer, reading from RAM to local memory, CPU respectively equal 16×10^-8 and 112×10^-8 C. Distributed memory consists of 32-bits words, and memory is provided with accuracy to the word.

The assessment of modeling results of proposed DPMA algorithm is done by the using of an utilization ratio CPU, that can be determined as follows:
The parameters, which have the same values for these types of programs: $B_2 = 0.0$; $J_1 = 20$; size of page $= 256$.

Let us consider the modeling results, given in (4) for first type program. In this case: $t_{i1} = 0.1$ and $t_{i2} = 0.4$. Optimal value $- r_{opt} = 0.1$ was found by AI algorithm, $K_{CPU} = 35.8\%$. These results shows that difference between maximum (first program page locality can be detected) and minimum (cannot be found) is equal to $K_{CPU} = 9\%$. This difference is quite small because $t_{i2} \approx 0.4$ (4) $< t_{i2} \approx 1.0$ (2).

The modeling results of algorithm AI works during second type processing are represented in (5) and (6). There are represented programs with small value of $t_{i2}$ ($t_{i2} \approx 0.04$) (type A) in (5) and programs with high value $t_{i2}$ ($t_{i2} \approx 1.0$) (type B) in (6), where $t_{i2}$—time interval, when programs don’t need the first locality pages. That interval is set to be between two time intervals $t_{i1}$ and $t_{i2}$ during which program needs pages of the same locality.

For type A programs algorithm AI determines $r_{opt} = 1.0$ and $K_{CPU} = 50.90\%$. $r_{opt}$ value much bigger $r_{opt}$ ($t_{i2} \approx 0.04$), because after program processing during $t_{i2}$ ($t_{i2} \approx 0.2$) first page locality doesn’t remove from RAM, because after time $t_{i2}$ its needed again. That solution is better than removal of the first page locality and imputing them back to RAM.

For type B program (6) when time $t_{i1}$ expired, the first program page locality is better to be removed, and after inputted again. Such a conclusion can be drawn from the condition when $r_{opt} < t_{i2}$ so the first page locality removes, otherwise that locality doesn’t remove and coefficient $K_{CPU}$ decreases in comparison with $K_{CPU}$ at $r_{opt}$. In this way, modeling results shows that algorithm AI provides searching for parameter $r$ at which value of CPU utilization ratio is maximum.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work new approach is described for the DPMA. The main feature of that approach is possibility to choose DPMA algorithm parameters during computational process with the goal to achieve maximum CPU utilization.

The given approach was investigated also to choose the optimal level of multiprogramming. It is known, that the main purpose of multiprogramming is to achieve full utilization of different computer devices, firstly CPU. The sense of this approach is to find level of multiprogramming at maximum CPU utilization ratio by measuring level of multiprogramming. So during further program processing the founded value will be used like optimal, until the input stream of processing programs will require to search for the new value of multiprogramming level.
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